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like so many others, at once gave up his position for the sake of his duty, and died in arms as a 

loyal subject. Our brief memoir cannot be more happily closed than by the following eloquent pas 

sage from the pen of a gifted countrywoman, Lady Morgan: 
" Of Richard Talbot, Duke of Tyrconnell, much ill has bcen written, and more believed; but 

his history, like that of his unfortunate country, has only been written by the pcn of party, steeped 

in gall, and copied servilely from the pages of prejudice, by the tame historians of modern times, 

more anxious for authority than authenticity. Two qualities he possessed in an eminent degree 

wit and valour; and if to gifts so brilliant and so Irish be joined devotion to his country and 

fidelity to the unfortunate and ill-fated family with whose exile he began life and with whose 

ruin he finished it, it cannot be denied that in his character the elements of evil were mixed with 

great and striking good. IJnder happier circumstances the good might have predominated; and he, 

whose deeds are held by his own family in such right estimation, might have shed a lustre on his 

race, by the talents and heroism which gave force to his passions and celebrity to his errors." 

VESTIGES OF KELTIC" OCCUPANCY IN CENTRAL EUROPE. 

The interest which the literati of France, and still more those of Ger-many, have begun to take 

in the -study of the aboriginal language and antiquities of Ireland, is a gratifying fact. in the literary 

history of our era; and Irish scholarship ought to regard this contrasted zeal of strangers as a sug 
gestive rebuke to its own relative inactivity. Dr. O'Donovan, no doubt, has accomplished marvels 

of industrious research; Mr. Eugene Curry has also done much; and the name of Dr. Petrie will 
live in future history: but, while we would not unduly depreciate the individual or associated 
efforts already made, truth obliges us to acknowledge that, as a community, we have done nothing 
in the hig,her or scientific departments of our national archeology. So far as systematic adjustment 
is concerned, the antiquities of Ireland, both historical and Enguistic, are still in a chaotic condition 

by no means creditable to our national reputation. With the exception of Dr. Pritchard's book on 

the Eistern Origin of the Celtic Nations, we have not in English a really good dissertation on 

what may be termed the philosophy of antiquarian research, in its application to Ireland; and the 
substance of Dr. Pritchard's information has been avowedly borrowed from Continental sources. 

write K?Xt-o/ and KeXrtX7? for Celt and C?ltica* The 
Scotch Highlanders at the present day call their coun 
try Gaeltachd ; the d, as in many other cases, being pro 
bably supernumerary. The original form was conse 
quently Gaeltach, or, without the aspiration, Gaeltac, of 
which Keltica is merely an attenuation, with a Latin or 
Greek suffix for the purpose of declension. 

* Keltic.?After the example of the German, and even 
of some British authors, the writer intentionally adopts 
this orthography for the purpose of restoring the genuine 

pronunciation of the word; as its etymology, and espe 
cially its relation to the terms Gael and Gaelach, are 
obscured by the vitiated pronunciation in current use ; 
while a native Irishman must stare in bewilderment at 
hearing himself called a Seit ! The Greeks invariably 
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Eichhoff and Pictet in France, and Bopp, Grimm, and other distinguished scholars in Germany, have 
demonstrated the fundamental connection of the Irish language with Sanscrit and the Indo-Euro 
pean family of languages in general, and one radical error has thus been happily abolished. The 
absurd dream first excogitated by General Vallancey, that the "[Bearla Feine," or Scoto-Milesian 
dialect of Ireland, is a branch of the Phoenician language, has done indescribable mischief by 
throwing our antiquities into hopeless confuision. Even the more recent researches of Sir William 

Betham have been vitiated by his adoption of the ridiculous hypothesis alluded to; the effect of 
which is to confound all the distinctions of Comparative Grammar, as well as those of Ethnology, 
and to make the races of Ham and Japhet to be one and the same generic stock! If any doubt 
could ever have existed in regard to the identity of the Phcenician and Hebrew Languages, that 
doubt has been finally settled by the discovery at Sidon, within the last two years, of a long and 

most valuable inscription engraved upon the sarcophagus of Eshmunezer, one of the ancient kings 
of Pheanicia. This inscription, with the exception of a few peculiarities of local dialect, is in very 
intelligible Hebrew of what is called the " later" period, and is extremely interesting as being the 
only original monument of Canaanitish literat-ure that has yet been discovered. It also possesses 
collateral importance to the Irish archmologist, as effectually disposing of a theory which can hardly 
be mentioned in connection with Irish antiquities witho-ut casting contempt upon the whole sub 
ject in the estimation of European scholars.b The fact also deserves to be noticed, that the pre-historic 

b As this Sidonian Inscription is the only direct spe 
cimen of the Phoenician Language that has been ob 
tained, the peculiarities of the latter having been pre 
viously only inferred from the colonial relations known to 
have existed between Carthage and Tyre, abrief notice 
of its discovery may not be uninteresting ; especially 
since the subject, though largely occupying the atten 
tion of Continental and American scholars, has been 
overlooked in this country. In the month of January, 
1855, the Rev. Mr. Thomson? a learned American mis 
sionary, resident at Sidon, discovered a subterranean , 
vault in the vicinity of that city, containing a sarco 
phagus of black basalt, finely polished, and covered on 
the breast with an inscription in the old Phoenician 
character, consisting of twenty-two long lines, and 
forming a far more complete specimen of the language 
than all the Punic Inscriptions in the Monumento of 
Gesenius put together. Mr. Thomson immediately 
copied the inscription, and sent it forthwith to the 
Chevalier Bunsen, by whom it was communicated to 
the Orientalists of Germany. In the meantime, a dis 
pute arose between the American and the French Con 
suls about the possession of the sarcophagus, and, after 
prolonged litigation, the French claim was allowed by 
the Porte, and this interesting relic is now in the Mu 
seum of the Paris Institute. The first critical account 
of the discovery was given by Professor Dietrich, of 

Marburg, in a publication issued in 1855, under the title 
of Zwei Sidonishe Inschriften, &c, and containing a copy 
of Eshmunezer's inscription, from Mr. Thomson's tran 
script. Professors Roediger and Schlottmann investi 

gated the subject in the Zeilschrift der Deutschen Mom 
genl?ndischen Gesellschaft (Journal of the German Orien 
tal Society); Dr. Hitzig in 1855 also published an 
elaborate critique under the title of Die Grabschri? des 

Eschmunazar, &c; but the most important contribution, 
at this time, was the publication of an essay originally 
read by the Duc de Luynes, an enthusiastic French 
Orientalist, before the Acad?mie des Inscriptions, and 
printed in a magnificent form at the Imperial Press, in 
1856. Mr. Thomson's transcript contained some errors 

arising from the similarity of certain Phoenician letters ; 
and the first care of the Duc de Luynes had been to 
obtain a beautifully executed photograph copy taken 
from the monument itself. All uncertainty was thus 
removed, and dissertations in abundance followed. M. 

Munk, a learned Jew, gave an admirable paper on the 
subject, in the Journal Asiatique (Tom* vii. No, 27, 1856); 
and Ewald, at Go'ttingen, issued his Erkl?rung der 
Grossen Ph?nikischen Inschrift von Sidon, &. ; while one of 
the latest investigations is contained in Dr. M- A. 

Levy's Ph nizische Studien, published at Breslau about 
the close of the last year. In this able work all the pre 
vious critics are reviewed. And now a word or two in 
relation to the contents of the inscription, which begins 

with the identical Hebrew expression that is found in 
I. kings, chap. vi? ver. 38?Biyerach Bui, "In the month 

Bui," while another remarkable phrase employed in 
Ecclesiastes, viz., tachath hash shemesh, " under the sun,,f 
also occurs in this monumental relic of the Phoenician 

monarch. The inscription, which is written in the name 
of the deceased, recites his genealogy as " Eshmunezer, 
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traditions of the Irish Gael, as collected by Keating and other native writen, strongly assert the 
Japhetic origin of the Gael; and, while contradicting, in this respect, the fables of Vallancey and-his 
school, the same traditions fully coincide with the deductions of Compaative Philology, and confirm, 
in a remarkable degree, the conclusions of Ethnological Science drawn from independent sources. 

Our intention, however, in the present paper, is not to take up, in the first instance, the Ethnolo 
gical and Linguistic department of the inquiry; but to state, in as brief a compass as possible, a 
number of interestinlg results which the researches of German scholars have lately gained within the 
precincts of Germany itself. Here, it may be necessary to remark that, although amongst our Teu 
tonic neighbours on the Continent, a thorough acquaintance with the ancient language of Ireland is 
an indispensable condition of scholarship in its linguistic meaning, yet within the last few years, a 
purely "X eltic" school, as enthusiastic, and, to some extent almost as imaginative, as our native 
bards and sennachies used to be in the regions of etymology, has sprung up. Amongst the chiefs 
of this school may be mentioned Dr. Diefenbach, whose collections entitled " Celtica," published in 
the years 1839 and 1840, are a veritable treasury of information on the subject of the ancient Kelts, 
and their genealogical affinities. In this work have been laboriously included nearly all the refe 
rences made by classical writers to Keltic subjects, together with those of later authorship, so as to 
constitute a Cyclopaedia of illustrative materials. H. Heinrich Leo, of IEale, is also an enthusiastic 

Keltic scholar, who, in addition to various disquisitions intended to show that the old German 
language has borrowed a large number of its vocables from Keltic sources, has published, in his 
Ferienschriften, an excellent Irish Grammar founded upon that of Dr. O'Donovan. Passing over 
a number of eminent men, whom some high German nationalists contemptuously call "Kelto 

manen,") representing their speculations as the dcreams of an "Irrenhaus,"' ("lunatic Asylum,") IF. J. 

Mone, superintendent of the public archives, at Carlsruhe, is by far the most prominent member of 
the school alluded to. This gentleman is a distinguished scholar, in addition to his profound attain' 

ments as an archteologist. From original manuscripts he has edited, and illustrated with curious 

son of Tabnith, king of the Sidonians ; commemorates 
his mother, Amashtoreth, priestess of Ashtoreth, and 
(dowager) Queen of the Sidonians ;" and an account is 
then given of the great public works which he had exe 
cuted, the temples he had built, and the glory to which 
he had raised the Phoenician kingdom ; concluding with 
the threatened vengeance of the gods against all who 
should violate the sanctity of his tomb. The value of 
this inscription, as the only one of its class yet dis 
covered within the limits of ancient Phoenicia, is incalcu 
lable ; whether it be regarded in a B?blico-critical, a 

philological, or an archaeological point of view;? but into 
these questions it is impossible to enter in an illustra 
tive note. By way of putting an end to Vallancey's 
Phoenician absurdity, it is necessary only to quote the 
two introductory lines of this inscription :? 

*' 
Biyerach Bui, bishnath asar vearba lemalki melek 

Eshmunezer, melek 
" 

Tzidonim, ben melek Tabnith melek Tzidonim, 

dibher melek Eschmunezer, melek Tzidonim, 
sem?r." 

*'In the month Bui, in the fourteenth year of my 
King, King Eshmunezer, King of the Sidonians, son of 
King Tabnith, King of the Sidonians, spake King Esh 
munezer, King of the Sidonians, saying:"?then follows 
the monarch's supposed record of his own public ser 
vices to the state and to the gods. No man who is not 
contemptibly ignorant of the structural differences 
existing between the Shemitic and Indo- European fa 

milies of languages, can even pretend to make " Bearla 
Feine," or any other dialect of Irish, out of the language 
of this inscription. The latter, in fact, does not differ 
from the later Hebrew nearly so much as does the Irish 
of Munster from that of Connaught, nor as both differ 
from the Gaelic of the Scotch Highlander. 

c Ulueck?Die bei C sar Vorkommenden Keltischen Na 
men,*' &c, M?nchen, 1857. 
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annotations, a collection of mediaeval hymns in Latin; and he is, we believe, the principal editor 
of a German periodical devoted to antiquities, and especially to Keltic archwology. With these 
introductory explanations we proceed to lay before our readers a number of interesting results ar 
rived at by Herr None, in his lately published work, entitled-Celtische Forsehungen, &c., (Keltic 
Inve8tigations) as materialsfor the Htstory of Central Europe. 

The object of Herr Mone's book is to examine the names of numerous localities throughout Ger 
many, and to demonstrate that, although many of them are disguised in outward form, yet in 

reality they are antique Keltic designations, whose significance it is hopeless to look for within the 

limits of the German language, even in its oldest monuments. Another class of local names has been 
subjected to Latin influence, so that here some care is necessary in order to discover the Keltic roots 
so transformed; while a third, and a tolerably numerous class, consists of a purely KIeltic word, com 
bined with a German equivalent, usually involving a literal translation of the former. There are 
other classifications which it is hardly necessary to specify; because from the minute investigations 
required, and especially from the fact that the Keltic vocables mainly depended upon are chiefly 

monosyllables, a degree of uncertainty may be attached to the conclusions obtained, notwithstand 
ig the striking, and, in many instances, the surprising coincidences which are found to exist. One 
remarkable circumstance about these local etymologies is the fact that, although many of the names 
examined are clearly of Cimbric origin,-that is, belong to the dialects qf Wales and Armorica, 
yet by far the greater number, probably nearly two-thirds of the whole, are explicable only by 
means of the Gaelic of Ireland. Our author's theory, we may remark, is, that the Belgoe of Gaul, 

who were incorporated to a considerable extent with the Celtae, so far at least as social institutions 
and national alliance were concemed, were a people of the same race as the Kymry of Wales; and 

this hypothesis, if well founded, certainly solves a number of otherwise obscure problems, besides 
hannonizing a variety of ethnological difficulties. We know, on classical authority, that the Cimbri 
of Roman history, and the Kqqssgio: of the ancient Greeks, were one and the same people,d with 
differently spelled names; and Strabo has preserved a word used by a Cimbric colony in Italy, to 
gether with its Greek equivalent, and this word (II Argel") has in modem Welsh the identical sig 
nification attributed to it by the Greek geographer, viz., a "sequestered plaee."' If the Kymry 
of Wales, the Kimbri of the Romans, and the Kiwgpagoi of the Greeks, were one and the same 

generic stock, the pre-historic traditions of the Welsh chroniclers, relative to the connection of their 
ancestors with Troy and the Trojans, are at once placed in a considerably higher rank than that of 

popular fables. The Cimbric tribes, so long in possession of the Crimea, really did, within the his 
torical era, ocoupy the Trojan territory till driven out of Asia, Minor by Halyattes, King of Sardis; 
so that the traditions referred to may be broken relies of history which have floated down to modern 

d S trabo. Geographia, Lib., vii., p. 293 ; Casaubon'a 
Editiui, Paris, 1620. 

e 
Strabo, Lib. v., p244. 
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times. It is apparent from the Greek historians, that the celebrated attack of the Gauls upon the 
tempie of Apollo at Delphos was made chiefly by the Celtte; the BelgEe having beforehand withdrawn 
in the direction of their future country, Galatia. If the hypothesis of Herr Mone be established, then 
the assertion of Josephus, that the Gauls were of, the race of Gomer, would be correct, assuming the 
Jewish historian's statement on this subject to relate to the people of Galatia, to whom his personal 
knowledge must have been chiefly limited. The Irish Firbolg, and the Gallic and British Beig;, 
are now generally understood to have been at least cognate tribes; and hence we have at once a 
rational and satisfactory explanation of the phenomenon so observable in the ordinary language, or 
" Bearla rustach," of Ireland, namely, that a large number of its vocables belong in common to the 

Welsh language. From the intimate relationships which existed between the Cimbric and Germanic 
tribes at an early period, we should naturally have expected the occurrence of far more names of 
places in Germany with Cimbric than with purely Keltic affiRnities; and yet, if the researches of our 
learned imvestigator may be relied on, the fact is directly the reverse. This is a singular result, 
coinciding in a remarkable degree with another discovery recently made in Germany, by Jacob 
Grimm, namely, that, at a period so recent as the fourth century of our era, a language radically the 
sae as the Gaelic of Ireland was still spoken in France, within the boundaries of the ancient 

Celtica. The testimony of this profound scholar is exceedingly valuable :-he is a Teutonic na 

tionalist of a high order, who has strongly opposed the speculations of Heinrich Leo, on the subject 
of the Malburgian Glossary, and who, on the ground of patriotism, would not transfer to Ireland a 

single fragment of antiquity which he could legitimately vindicate for "1 Father-land." Jacob 

Grimm is consequently not open to the charges preferred against the " Celtic School" amongst his 

countrymen; and this eminent philologist has published two elaborate essays, originally read before 
the Royal Society of Berlin, the object of which is to demonstrate, from remaining specimens, the 

identity of the Keltic language of Gaul with the Gaelic of Ireland, as distinguished from the Welsh 
and Armoric dialects respectively. We have already admitted that a goodly number of Herr Mone's 

etymologies may be plausibly disputed; although they possess this signal advantage, that, when re 

garded as Keltic derivatives, they invariably express a good and consistent meaning, singularly 
descriptive of some physical peculiarity of the places to which they have been applied; whereas, if 
traced to a German origin, these names will either convey no meaning, or one characterised by in 
herent absurdity. In Ireland we know that local names of ancient standing are usually so remark 

ably significant as to suggest even to strangers the general characteristics of the localities so desig 
nated. We shall, accordingly, in the present article, confine our selection to examples about whose 
validity no discussion can be reasonably maintained; and of this class we expect to adduce enough 
to show conclusively that a race, identical with some at least amongst the native tribes of Ireland, 

must, at a remote era, have possessed large tracts of Germany previously to its occupation by 
the Germans of classical history. A collateral inference of some importance is drawn by Herr Mone 
from these memorials of Keltic occupancy, namely, that the Gael manifestly came into Germany as 
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peaceful wandering colonists; whilst the Teutonic tribes as evidently followed in the character of 
invading aggressors. 

In examining the slubjoined specimens, it is necessary for the reader to bear in nmind the law of 
phonetic permutation,-that letters of the same organ are interchangeable; and that all the radical 
Censonants in Irish words were originally pronounced. It will also be observed that the German 
addendum is usually a translation of the Keltic name. The Irish words quoted belong to an obso 
lete type, but this is exactly what might have beeil expected, and it accordingly constitutes a strong 

prima facde argument in favor of the etymologies relied upon. In the body of his work, Herr Afone 
has not usually indicated his Lexical authorities, but his examples are all contained in O'Reilly'5 
Irish dictionary and its supplement, with the exceptiOn of a few terms for which the Grammatica 
Celtica of Zeuss is cited. O'Reilly alone will, we believe, supply authorities for all the examples 
annexed. 

Acchen, hat/en, a little brook-Irish, oiche, water,"-in the diminutive form-oichean. Ach en 

bach in upper iesse. Also 
Achen, hathin, hakten, "houscs"-from the Irish, aiede, aeaidlt, a dwelling. Achenheim in 

Elsatz. 
Adel, a steep precipice-in Irish, adaill. Adelberg at Schormdorf near Wertheim on the Kocher. 

Also, Adelsbcrg, near Alpirsbach, in Wirtemberg. 
Ac/hi, a field-from the Irish, aeltad/. The village now called Esslfeld, in Wirtemberg, was 

formerly Achifeld. 
Aden, ad/ten, a house-Irish, aidte, a dwelling, or castle. Ahasen in Hesse was formerly 

"Aden," or " Adhenhusen." 
Aetten, a little hill-from the Irish, cittin, a diminutive of aith. The Aettenbiihl in Geissberg, 

near Villingen. 
Afers-" river-houses"-Irish, abh, a river, and aras, a dwelling. Afers in Graubiunden and 

Vorarlberg. 

Ais, Aisch, a hill-Irish, ais. Aisperg and Aispell in Waldshut. Aispell is from the Irish 

ais. and bill " lttle." Also the mountain Aischwang at Reichenbach in Wirtemberg. 

Ak, a stone, or rock-Irish, aeta. Ackstein in Austria. 

Alt, a house-Trish, ailu. Altdorf, Altheim, and numerous other local designations. Also, 
Alt, a river, or brook-Irish, alt. Altbach, Altenbach, Altbrunnen, &c. 

Andechs, the houise-from the Irish an, (definite article) and teas,h or teaghas, a house. Andechs 

is the name of a place in Bavaria. 

Anidrefa, Antraffa, Anraffa, Arneffe, a village, or place of residence-Irish, aitreabh, a habitation. 

A village in Upper IEesse at Landorf is called by the above name. 

Anden, the rivulet-from the Irish an, (article), and tain, (water.) The Andenbach in Upper 

Elsatz. 
VOL. V. L 1 
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Apfel, a great river-Irish, abA, "water," and il, "great." Apfelbach in Wirtemberg. 
Avppen, a small river-Irish, abhan, a diminutive from abh. Appenbach in Hechingen. 

Arger8, Ergers, a house-Irish, eachru8. Ergers, and Ergersheim, local names in Elsatz. 

Asga, Esoh, a river-Irish, niqe, "water." Asgabrunnum, Eschborn at Rddelheim. 
4ssel, a mountain rock-Irish, ai8, a hill, and all, a steep rock. The Asselstein"' is a great 

rock on a hill at Annweiler. 

Ast, A8tn, a dwelling-place-Irish, o8ta, in the diminutive form 8ostaSn Astheim, or Osthein 
in Franconia, Asten at Linz, in Austria, and Astheim, near Trebur, in [esse. 

Auras, a dwelling-place-Irish, aras. Auras at Mittelwald, on the Drave, and Auras in Silesia. 

Autsin, a river-Irish, abhn. Aubach in 'Upper Austria was formerly called Auuiph. Also 

Auenbach, at Kottspiel in Wirtemberg. 
Bafen, baven, an inclosure for cattle, with a residence attached-Irish, babhun. Bavendort, 

Ilabendorf, and Beffendorf, are local names in Swabia. 
Baren, or Barn, a rivulet-Irish, bdoran. Bemrnbach, originally Barenbach, and Barnbehhi, in 

Nassau. 
Barren, small points of an elevation, or eminence-Irish, barr, the top or point of anything. 

The Barrenberg at Aufhausen in Wirtemberg. 
Be8, water-in Irish, bai8. Basbeck. 
Beokil, Beckel, small houses-Irish, bi, little, and ceall, a habitation. B5kelheim on the Nahtt 

has these ancient forms. 
Beer, a river-in Irish, bior, "water." The " Beera" are rivers in Wirtemberg. 
Beilngries, a place in which horses are kept.-From the Irish, bail, or baile, a " place," "1 habi 

tation," and greadh, a " horse." Beilngries is the name of a town in Bavaria, and may be a cou 

traction for Bail na ngroadh. 
Bok, little-Irish, beag. Beckum in Westphala, signifies the " little court," from beag, and arn, 

a " court," or a "t farm." 

Bennen, a little hill-Irish; beinnean, diminutive of beonn, a mountain. The Bennenberg at 
Neresheim. 

oer, Berm, Bern, Beur, &c., are forms of the Irish bior, " water," and its diminutive bioran. 
Upper and lower " Beerbach," at Darmstadt, the Bieber at Wetzlar, and also a river and district at 
Offenheim and Gelinhausen. In old Irish bi signifies "litfle." In Austria and Bavaria there are 

places called [Beurbach. Also, Bierbeke, or Bierbeek at Liwen, Bierbach at Zweibriieken, and 
Borebach, in Hesse. 

Binga, a mountain-house; from the Irish binn, or beinn, a mountain, and ca, or eai, a house. 

Bingen is the name of a village on the Rhine, and also of another in Breisgau. In 'Upper Hesse, 

we have Bingenheim. 

Boyne, a hill-Irish, beann. ]Boyneburg is a town in Hesse. [In regard to the etymology here 
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given, we ar7'isposed to hesitate, as boyne seems rather to be buidh an, or buidh amldan, the " yellow 
river."] 

Bracht, Bryceht, Bracht, &c., from the Irish braga, a "1 stream of water." The Brachtbach in the 

Wettereau, flowing into the Xinzig. Braychtpag, now called Brobbach in Nassau. 

BrJgel, a stream deseendiug from a hill-Irish, bre, the face of a hill, and gil, a stream of water. 

The Br6gelbach, at Bekum, in Westphalia. 

Brogack, a steep height-Irish, brughach. The Brogen, called also Brogach, in the Black Forest. 

The Brogen is the point of separation between the Rhine and the Danube. 

Bra, Brueh, Bruh, a boundary, brink, &c.-Irish, bruach. Bruhrain is a district between Bruchral 
and Wisloch, the German word rain being an exact translation of the Keltic bruach. Various high 
shores on the Rhine and its tributaries are similarly denominated. Other places called Bruhrein, 
or Bruochrein, also occur in ancient documents. 

Ba, an animal, a cow- Irish, beo, a living animal, and bo, a cow. In connection with the 

word ca, a house, these terms beo and bo form a numerous class of local names throughout Germany; 
as " bocha,* bochae, buchae, buchau," in modern times abbreviated into " buch," though formerly 

written "buah," and "buoch,"? as Ratolfes-buah, Willigises-buah, Bucleim, meaning habitations for 
cattle. In some other local names, as Buchholtz, Buchberg, &c., the syllable bach is the Keltic 
buach, the brow of a hill. The last-mentioned term is of frequent occurrence in local names, 
especially of mountains. 

Buchuli, a herdsman, a shepherd-Irish, buachail. B:ichold in Franconia, neax Arnstein, in an 

cient documents is called " Buchelede, Buhhulide," a shepherd's house. There is also a Bocholt 
in Westphalia. 

Can, a mountain-top-.-Irish ceann, the head. The mountain Candal in Breisgau has its name 

from ceamn, and al a rock or stone-in ancient Irish orthography ceand-aille. Cantal in France is 
similarly derived; but Cannstadt, according to our author's general rule, is from the Irish gann, a 

fort, ot fortified place, in combination with a German eq-uivalent. 
C/truck, now Krauk, a little round hill-Irish, cruach. Xrnckenberg at Donauslauf, and Crochen 

perch in Austria. 
Jabecken, a little house-from the Irish dae, a house, and beagan little. Dachstein in Elsatz 

is called Dabechen or Dabichenstein. 

tahn, a river-Irish, tamn, water. Dahnbach at Munster on the Kocher. 

BDerm, a place-Irish tairm and tarmadh, a place or dwelling, and tarmon, a place of protection. 
Darmstadt in old records appears as Darme, Darmunde, Tharm. Darmenz in Oberinuthal, and 

DiirTmenz near Pfortzheim seem derived from tarmon. Also, Dirmstein, anciently Dirmenstein, in 
Rhenish lesse. 

llebriaer, a dwelling-place-Irish, dab/ras. Debriach, formerly Tobriach, in Carinthia. [From 
the antique form of this appellative might it not rather suggest tobar a " well," and acha a "field," 

as radical elements? Tobriar/c seems to be a plural form.] 
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-Didin, a fortified place-Irish, didean, or didionn. Deidesheim, in Bavaria, is called Didinesheim, 
or Dite-nsheim. 

_Dobras, a dwelling-place-Irish, dubhras. Dobrasberg, and Dobresberg, also Dobersberg in 
Austria. 

fDormael, dormale, a mountain-house-Irish, tuar, a house, and moel, a hill, or promentory. Dor 
mael is the name of a place in Brabant. 

Dorn, a mountain-Irish, torran, a hill, or eminence. Dornberg in Saltzburg. 

Drais, l-ais, Draes, &c., a place-Irish, dreac. Numerous local names such as Treis, Treyes, &c., 

occur in ]Baden, [esse, and elsewhere. Drasdorf and Draesdorf are places in Austria, and are pro 
bably contracted from daras, a "I habitation." 

)ruf, a house-Irish, drubh. Ohrdruff-tiat is, "houses on the Ohr." 

Doube, a black rock-Irish, dubh, black, and a'lt an upright stone, or rock. Diibelstein in 

the Canton of Zurich. 

Duingen, a fortified place-Irish, daingean. Duingen is the name of a place in Hanover. 
Dune, Tun, a city, or fortified place-Irish, duin. Dunestat in Thuringia; Dundorf near Miin 

nerstadt. 

Eackers, Ockers, a residence-Irish, eackrus. Eckersdorf, formerly Ockersdorf, in Austria. 
-Edders, a dwelling-place-Irish, ad/ras. Eddersheim, now MdInchlhof, at Darmstadt, and Ed 

dersdorf on the Maine, in Nassau. 
Egel, a marshy valley-Irish, aigiol. Formerly numerous places were called Egelsec, Egelfurt, 

Egelbach, Egelache, Egelgraben, &c. 
Else, lse, a fairy, elfin, or dwarf-Irish, allte. In old Germani tales the Else is a wild wood 

nymph, and the Elsany (Irish, aillse nae-"i fairy-woman.") lisebill is also a character in popular 
mythology (Irish, aitlse bilt, little fairy, dwarf.) We may suggest that probably the irish word 

aitlce is a compound for aill sia, "mountain fairy." 

Epf, a river-Irish, abh. Epfbach at Schongau, and Eppenbach at Neekarbischopsheim. 
Erec, a house, dwelling-Irish, aras. Eresburg is the old name of a place in Saxony; and 

Elrenstetten, near Freiburg was originally Erestettun. 

Es/, flowing water-Irish, nisge, or eas, water. Numerous places are called Eschbach, Esbach, 
&c. Es/I is also a Germanized form of ais a " hill." A mountain in RIhenish Bavaria is called 

EsclLkopf;-Eschbiihl is a mountain in Argau, and Eschenberg in Wirtemberg. 
Esgin-an antique form for the modern Ettchen in several instances. Irish, uisyin, a diminlutive 

of uisye. 

Pi'in, a countTryman, or farmer-in Irish, feine. The old name Fingat (Cod. Laur. 3, 48) means 

a diligent farmer-Irish, gasta, active. 

Fvel, a large forest, from the Irish, feabh, a wood, and il, great. The Fiivelgau in Fries 

land is so derived. 
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Fladech, a king's house-from the Irish, flath, a king, or prince, and teagh, a house. Flarcheim 
il Thuring,ia is called Fladecheim and Flatlecheim, in antique records. 

Frien, Fr/n, a mountain-Irish, fireiinn. Frienisberg, anciently Frinisberg, in Switzerland. 
Parent, Ftr/int, Fraant, a field-Irish, fearann. Faurndau in Wirtemberg was formerly written 

Furentowa, &c. 

Gabel, colonization-Irish, gabhail. Gabelkosen, Gebelchouen, &c., in Bavaria. 
Gal/en, a little river-Irish, giolan. The Gallenbach in Odenwald, and Gallenbach at Steiai 

bach, in Baden. Also the Gellenbeek at Minden. 
Gann, the summit-Irish, reannt, the head. The Cannaspitz in the Tyrol. 

Ge/i, a river-Irish, gil, water. The Geilbach at Zweibrtieken, and Geilespach in Austria. The 
Geil is a river in Carniola. 

Gembri, winiter-Irish, geinz/re. In Nassau, at Boppart, there is a village called Gemmerich, 

anciently Geimbri-ea, Gemnbri-ghe, from the Irish, ca, a "1 hou-se,"-literally " winter-houses." 

Grinde, Grianen, a mountain top-Irish, grianan. Griinenberg in Hesse, and elsewhere, and 

Griindeiuberg at Im-imenstadt, in Bavaria. 

Hebsaek, a pine forest-Irislh, y/ltbNsarb. iebsack is the name of a forest-mountain at Freiburg, 

of a village in Wirternberg, anid of numerous mounltains in Swabia, as well as in other places. 

Herri, and Ifarwvele, a little lhabitation-from the Irish, rorr, and bi, or b/ile. Hiirbel in upper 

Swabia was forinerly written Hurrwele. [Coir b/lie in its aspirated form.] 
17/ib6b a block-Irish, ceap. The Kibbfels, and Kibbald in F3reiburg. 
1i7ronaeh, a fortress-Irish, cronog. Kronaeh is a little town in Bavaria. 
2Mleher, arable la-nd, afield- Irish, macha/re. MachernandAltmachernareplacesatLiseronthe 

Eifel. 

Jaylan, field-houses-Irish mayh, a field, and ulon a habitation. Old and New Maylan, in 

Austria. 
P/n, P/an, a mountain-Irish, sunn. Pinega, in the Black Forest, is mentioned; and Reins 

berg, at Achen, has the old names of limburg, Rinberg, and Rineberg. We have also the Rinken 

berg at Baiersbronn on the Murg. [The syllable r/ar would seem rather to suggest the idea of a 

place at which " dancing " (ri/eeadfi) was popularly carried on.] 

Sau, a river-Irish, sea. The Sau at Bihlhaingen, and Saubach at Brettheim in Wirtemberg. 
Also, Schwabach in Bavaria. 

Schar/en, bushes, brambles-Irish, sceach. This name frequently occurs in connection with 
mountains. Sehachen, a mountlain-wood, at Metteuiberg, in Wirtemberg, Mohrenschachen, another 

mountaini-wood at Hauertz in Wirtemberg; also, the Schaelien, a sinmilar locality beside R-eins 

tetten, in the same district. Langerschachen in the lower Black Forest. 

Scld/f, Seltilesf, Scr/ii, Slife, &c., a mountain-Irish, sliabli. In Wirtemberg we have the 
Schliffstein, at Kapfenhardt, the Schleifberg, at Wildberg, the Schilifbiegel, at Waldmannshofen, the 
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Schleifh6he, at Kirchhausen, Schliffenwald, a mountain-forest at Leinenfiirst, and in Austria 
Schlifberg, anciently Slifperch. 

Tadig, a small house-Irish, di little, and tlih a house. Tadighem in Westphalia. 
Tam, tan, a river-Irish, tain, or taon. The Tanpach, now Tambach, at Steyer, in- Austria, 

and Tambach, southwards from Gotha. 
Tauer, a mountain-Irish, torr, a hill. The Taurs in Saltsburg and Steier. 
Techin, houses-Irish, tigh. Techinheim in Elsatz, Teckenburgh, &c. Techsdorf, in Lower 

1ustria, is called in old records Utechsdorf, i.e., " farmer's house," from the Irish niateach. [See 
O'Reilly, sub voee.] 

Thaur, a place, or house-Irish, tuar. Thaur is the name of a village at HMll, in the Tyrol; and 

Thawrais, Turezz, Tueres, (from the Irish darras, a " house,") are old local names in Austria. 
The, Thei, They, a house-Irish, teagh. The city Themar, in Thuringia, is called in old docu 

ments Theimar, Themar, i.e., the "great house," being the same name as Ossian's Temora (Tigh Mfor.J 

Ihengen, a fortified place-Irish daingean. Thengen is the name of a castle, city, and village, 
in legau. Also Hoheilthengen at Kaiserstuhl, on the Rhine; and in numerous other localities the 
names Thengen, Tuingen, &c., occur. 

Theres, a house-Irish, daras. Upper and Lower Theres, on the Maine. 
Thor, a mountain-Irish, torr. Hochthor, and Thorberg are mountains in the Saltzburg and 

Carinthian Alps. 
Thur8e, a Lord-Irish, tuirse. In the German and Northern traditions, the Tfiursen have be 

cme a race of giants. [We may here remark, in passing, that although the fact seems to have 
escaped the notice of all our antiquarians and critics, this rare word tuirse explains the real signi 
fication of the Scythian tribe-name A,gathyrsi, as we may have occasion to show at a subsequent 
stage of our inquiries:-Aige tuirse, " the lordship, or sovereignty, is with him"-an interpre 
tation exactly coinciding with the Scythian tradition respecting the origin of the name " Agathyrsus," 
as reported by Herodotus.] 

[iges, a small dwelling-place-Irnsh, teaghus. Upper Digisheim, in Swabia, anciently Tigis 
hain, Thigesen, and Tigenshain. 

Tin, a river-Irish, tai, "w water." The Tinbach at Klausen, in the Tyrol. 
Tobratz, a dwelling-Irish, dubhras. Tobratzhofen, a small village in Wirtemberg. 
T'rais8, 2a8, a dweling-place, or habitation-Irish, dras, dras. Traisendorf in Franconia, and 

Trassdorf at Arnstadt. 
Treben, a little village-Irish, treabh, in the diminutive form treabhan. Treben, near Alten 

burg, in Saxony. 
Trechir, a small piece of ground-Irish, tric, "small," and ire a "field," or apiece of land. The 

Trechirgau on the middle Rhine. 

athba, a torrent-Irish, tuilbheim. The district and river Thulba, at Hammelburg in Franconia, 
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The syllable ba here is an abbreviation, the word bheim, blum, if Germanized, passing naturally into 
baum (a " tree") and consequently becoming unsuitable as a river-appellation. 

Urnasca, Urnaseohen, mountain-water-Irish, aran, a " hill," and utise "1 water." The Irnas 
eien near Herisau, in Appenzell. 

Far-n, a field-Irish, Fearamn. Vaxanfeld, in Austria. [It may be necessary to inform the 
English reader, that, in German the letter V is identical in pronunciation with the English and 
1i-ish F; " Varanfeld," for example, being pronounced "Faranfeld." "' Vefrisse," " Feftisse," &c.] 

Vef, a wood-Irish, feabh. Vefrisse, " wood-marsh," was a place at Ufgau, on the Rhine, 
(Cod. Laur., 3, 149) fiom the Irish riasg, a moor or marsh. 

IVyske, water-Irish, uigge. The meadows at Giessen are stll called Wy8ke. [This is a change 
precisely analogous to that which has produlced the English word " whiskey" out of the Irish 4tisge.] 

We fear lest the patience of our readers may have been too largely taxed by this catalogue, 

which, after all, is a mere specimen gathered out of hundreds of similar coincidences noted in 
detail by our erudite German. The fact, we think, is indisputable, that a very large number of the 

examples above cited exhibit Irish affinities, about which hardly any doubt can exist. Still, with 
out additional materials, we are not in a position absolutely to draw Ethnological conlusions front 
the data now established, however valuable the latter may be. The reason is this, that, the Irish 
language, as it exists inl dictionaries, is not exclusively the language of the ancient Celtme, but is in 
reality a compound of all the aboriginal tribe-languages of Ireland blended together, and "' domi 
Inated" by the Keltic or Scoto-Milesian construction. The most, therefore, which can be logically 
inferred from the conclusions established by Herr Mone is, that tribes cognate with some amongst 
the early colonists of Ireland must have inhabited Germany before the arrival of the present Ger 

mianic races; though, without more exact information, we cannot affirm ethnologically, that the 
tribes alluded to were Xelts; very strong probabilities, however, being on the affirmative side. It 
is well known, that the " bearla rustach," or popular Irish dialect, was despised by the Bards and 

Literati of Ireland as a " mixed" language; and what we now mainly want for scientific uses is the 
mieans of se.parating the pure, unmixed " Bearla Feine," or Kelto-Seythian language, from the 
promiscuous assemblage of vocables to be found in O'Reilly's dictionary, for example. Such col 
lections are exceedingly important, and we would not be without them on any account; but the 
desideratum required is a standard of critical discrimination like that above alluded to. The ex 
pected publication of the Brehon Laws, in the preparation of which Dr. O'Donovan and Professor 
Curry have been so long employed, will, we expect, be one of the richest treasures ever presented 
to the literary world for the purposes of Ethnological investigation; and we earnestly hope that this 
great work may be urged forward with all convenient expedition. Another suggestion we venture 
to make, in consequence of its practical importance:-it is understood that the two eminent Irish 
scholars above-mentioned have been making collections for a new and comprehensive dictionary of 
he Irish language, and for this work we also look with special anxiety:-our suggestion is, that, 
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as far as possible throughout this prospective dictionary, its learned compilers should employ some 
distinctive mark to indicate all words belonging to the Bearlh Feinse, or old classical dialect of 
Ireland, so as to enable both foreign and native scholars to make the required separation. With 
this " appliance" in our hands, when we find Irish affinities in local names on the continent, we 
have nerely to look whether they belong to the pure or to the mixed vocabulary, and their 
Ethnological value becomes immediately apparent. We are then in a position to determine, 

whether the local designations examined show a decidedly Keltic occupancy, or whether they do not; 
and farther, if any specimen of the genuine language of Scythia be in existence, it is the Bearla 
Feine in its oldest forms. It is a point of the very highest interest, that, as far as practicable, all 
the vocables and peculiarities of this unmixed dialect should be distinguished from the extern 
elements which have been gathered around it; since, as we may hereafter have occasion to show, 
a elear, consistent system of lrish Ethnology is essential to a harmonized adjustment of classical 

antiquity itself. 
We must reserve for a future paper a notice of Dr. Brandes' work, lie Kelten und Germanen, (in 

which the Ethnological relations between the Kelta and the ancient Germans are elaborately ex 
amined,) together with the results of our own inquiries into this and kindred topics oonnected with 

the archweological history of Ireland. 

SETIMAS MXCNEACHTAIN. 
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